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1.       Introduction 

 
1.1 It is necessary for the Trust to collect personal data relating to pupils, parents, staff, governors, 

service providers and external agencies who work with the Trust in order to carry out its function.  
   
1.2 In some instances the Trust may also be required by law to collect certain specified personal 

data to comply with the requirements of relevant central government departments.   
 
1.3 The Trust is registered as a data controller meaning that it is legally responsible for handling 

(both storing and processing) such information in accordance with legislation. 
 
1.4 All personal information held by the Trust will be stored and handled in accordance with the 

Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection Regulations. 
 
 1.5 The Trust ensures that when sharing any data with third parties (e.g. payroll providers, external 

HR providers or other service providers) that those third parties are compliant with the relevant 
data protection laws and the information is shared securely. 

 
This policy sets out the following information: 
 

 The purpose and scope of the policy, 

 Definitions of key terms used in the policy, 

 The responsibilities and requirements on the Trust,  

 The data principles and information relating to data collection and processing,  

 Information relating to privacy notices,  

 Information regarding the role of the Data Protection Officer,  

 Individual’s rights, 

 Subject access request,  

 Data Protection Impact Assessments, 

 Data breaches,  



 

 

 Consent, 

 CCTV, 

 Data Security and Data Sharing,  

 Remote Working 

 Details relating to the implications of breaching the policy,  

 ICO and notification obligations.  
 

2.  Purpose and Scope 
 

2.1 The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the Trust and its employees are aware of the relevant 

data protection legislation in force and are handling data in compliance with this legislation.  

2.2 In the course of their work many Trust employees will be required to take part in the acquisition, 

recording, handling, storage and processing of personal data and this must always be in 

accordance with this policy and the relevant legislation as outlined above.   

2.2 This policy will help those employees to understand the meaning and significance of such 

legislation in relation to assisting the performance of the practical duties of their employment. 

2.3 The Trust will ensure that (in addition to those employees directly involved in the handling of 

data) all members of staff, governors, trustees, volunteers, trainees, external contractors and/or 

consultants and any partners of the Trust who may have access to any personal data will receive 

appropriate information and/or training to make them fully aware of their individual and corporate 

responsibilities in this regard. 

2.5 Such information or training will include making all employees (and others listed in the preceding 

clause) aware that breaches of data protection legislation have the potential to expose both the 

individual and the responsible organisation to possible legal action (both criminal and civil). 

2.6 This policy should be approved by the Trustees and read by all employees, volunteers, 

contractors and other third parties when handling personal data controlled by the Trust. The 

policy should be made available on the Trust website.  

Definitions 
 
Data controller A data controller is the individual or the legal person who controls 

and is responsible for the keeping and use of the personal 
information in either digital or paper format (or both). A data 
controller determines the purposes and means of processing 
personal data.  

 
Data Processor A data processor is responsible for processing the personal data on 

behalf of the data controller. Data processors must maintain records 
of personal data and processing activities.  

 
Data Protection Legislation The Data Protection Act 2018 and the General Data Protection 

Regulations and any other legislation from time to time in force.  
 
Data Subject    The person who the personal data belongs to.  

 



 

 

ICO Information Commissioners Office; the office responsible for 
monitoring compliance with data protection laws and investigating 
and penalising breaches.  

 
Personal data Personal data is any information relating to an identified or 

identifiable natural person (data subject) which would allow you to 
identify (or makes it possible to identify) that person.  

 
Processing  Processing refers to the recording, handling, using and sharing of 

personal data.  
 
Subject Access Request A data subject’s right to request access to the information that a 

company or organisation holds about them including why they hold 
this information, what they do with this information and who they 
share it with.  

 
Data Protection Impact 
Assessment A process to help identify and minimise the data protection risks of 

a project which involves data processing; particularly useful when 
introducing a new data processing process, system or technology.  

 
Responsibilities and requirements 
 

3.1 As a data controller the Trust is responsible for ensuring that it only collects the required data 
necessary to carry out its role as an educational provider. The Trust recognises that obtaining 
additional data to that which is necessary is contrary to the Data Protection Laws.  

 
3.2 The Trust is responsible for obtaining, storing and handling that data in a secure manner and 

will keep records of what data is held and the purposes for which it is held.  
 
3.3 The Trust is responsible for ensuring that it only shares data with third parties where this is 

necessary for providing the full educational experience for the children. The Trust is required to 
ensure that it only shares that data which is required by the third party for performing its function 
and it shares this data in a secure way.  

 
3.4 The Trust is responsible for ensuring that any third party accessing or processing data controlled 

by the Trust will do so in a safe and secure manner and in compliance with the data protection 
laws in force.  

 
3.5 The Trust is required to notify data subjects as to the personal data they hold in relation to that 

data subject as well as the legal basis for holding that data, how the Trust uses that data, who 
the data may be shared with and how it is stored. This is done in the privacy notices (please see 
the section of this policy entitled ‘Privacy Notices’ for further information).  

 
3.6 The Trust is required to appoint a Data Protection Officer (more information about the role of the 

data protection officer is set out under the section entitled ‘Data Protection Officer’ below).  
 
3.7 The Trust is required to register itself as a data controller with the Information Commissioners 

Office.  
 



 

 

3.8 The Trust is required to obtain full records of all personal data held and maintain these records 
in accordance with the Records Management and Retention policy.  

 
3.9 The Trust has an obligation to deal with any subject access requests in a timely manner (further 

information regarding this is set out under the Subject Access Request section below).  
 
3.10 The Trust Board has overall responsibility for ensuring that the Trust complies with its obligations 

under the relevant data protection laws and this policy.  
 
Data Principles, Collection and Processing 
 
4.1 The GDPR sets out the data protection principles which the Trust must comply with. These 

principles state that personal data must be: 
 
 4.1.1  Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent way. 
 
 4.1.2  Collected for a specified, explicit and legitimate purpose. 
 

4.1.3 Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary for the purposes for which it 
is processed. 

 
 4.1.4  Accurate and up to date.  
 

4.1.5 Kept for no longer than is necessary for the purpose for which it is processed.  
 

 4.1.6  Processed in a way that ensures it is secure.  
 
4.2 When collecting personal data from parents/children/staff/third parties, the Trust must only 

collect the personal data necessary for the purpose that the data is required.  
 
4.3 The Trust must have a valid lawful basis for collecting and processing personal data. There are 

six lawful bases available and most require the processing to be necessary. The Trust must 
determine the lawful basis for collecting and processing the personal data prior to collection.  

 
4.4 The lawful bases are: 

4.4.1 Consent – the individual has given clear consent for the Trust to process their 
personal data for a specific purpose. 

 
4.4.2 Contractual – the processing is necessary for a contract you have with the 

individual, or because they have asked you to take specific steps before entering 
a contract. 

 
4.4.3 Legal Obligation – the processing is necessary for you to comply with the law (not 

including contractual obligations).  
 
 4.4.4  Vital Interests – the processing is necessary to protect someone’s life.  
 

4.4.5 Public Task – the processing is necessary for you to perform a task in the public 
interest or for your official functions, and the task or function has a clear basis in 
law.  

 



 

 

4.4.6 Legitimate Interest – the processing is necessary for your legitimate interests or 
the legitimate interests of a third party unless there is a good reason to protect the 
individual’s personal data which overrides those legitimate interests. (This cannot 
apply if you are public authority processing data to perform your official tasks, this 
would include Trusts). 

 
4.5 The Trust must only then use the personal data for the purpose for which it has been collected. 

If they require the use of that personal data for another purpose they must contact the data 
subject to notify them of this.  

 
4.6 The personal data collected must be kept in compliance with the Records Management and 

Retention Policy.  
 
4.7 If the Trust uses any third parties for processing personal data (e.g. progress tracking systems) 

then it is Trust’s responsibility to ensure that the third party complies with data protection laws 
when processing that data.   This responsibility will be met by checking that the third party have 
the required compliance measures and safeguards in place to protect personal information. 

 
Privacy Notices 
 

5.1 Privacy notices should be prepared by the Trust in order to inform the data subjects about the 
data processing it carries out.  

 
5.2 Privacy notices must include information such as the personal data required, why that personal 

data is required, what the personal data will be used for, how the personal data will be 
stored/shared/processed, who the data protection officer is and the rights that an individual has 
in relation to their personal data.  

 
5.3 Privacy notices should be prepared for any personal data obtained by the Trust but will most 

commonly be split into a privacy notices for parents/children and a privacy notice for 
staff/volunteers/contractors.  

 
5.4 The Trust should publish the relevant privacy notices on to the Trust’s website.  
 
Data Protection Officer 
 

6.1 The Trust handles a large amount of personal data under the DPA and therefore requires a data 
protection officer (DPO).  

 
6.2 A DPO should be appointed by all Trusts in England and the officer should be someone who is 

independent from the processing of personal data.  
 
6.3 The DPO should have specialist knowledge of data protection laws and the requirements on the 

Trust for compliance, and should be someone who is able to advise and influence the senior 
leadership of the Trust.  

 
6.4 The DPO will assist the Trust in monitoring internal compliance, inform and advise on data 

protection obligations, provide advice regarding Data Protection Impact Assessments (see the 
section on this further on in this policy) and act as a point of contact for data subjects and the 
supervisory authority (ICO).  

 



 

 

6.5 The DPO’s details must be made available to the data subjects, this is done through the privacy 
notices for the Trust.  

 
6.6 The Trust can refer to Article 39 GDPR for further definition of the tasks of the DPO.  
 
Individual’s Rights 
 

7.1 The GDPR provides the following rights for individuals: 
 

7.1.1 The right to be informed – about the collection and use of their personal data. The 
key is that the Trust is transparent about the collection and use of personal data. 
This information is set out in the privacy notice.  

 
7.1.2 The right of access – see the subject access request section of this policy at point 

8 below.  
 
7.1.3 The right to rectification – this provides the right to have inaccurate personal data 

rectified, or completed if it is incomplete. An individual can make a request to rectify 
either verbally or in writing and the Trust will have one month to respond to that 
request.  

 
7.1.4 The right to erasure – (also known as the right to be forgotten) This is not an 

absolute right and only applies in certain circumstances. An individual can make a 
request and the Trust would have one month to respond to such a request. The 
Trust should refer to their Records Management and Retention policy for 
information about deleting personal data.  

 
7.1.5 The right to restrict processing – Individuals have a right to request the restriction 

or suppression of their personal data in certain circumstances. Again, this is not 
an absolute right and only applies in certain circumstances. When processing is 
restricted you are only permitted to store the personal data, but not use it.  

 
7.1.6 The right to data portability – This gives the individual the right to obtain and reuse 

their personal data for their own purposes across different services.  
 
7.1.7 The right to object – gives an individual the right to object to the processing of their 

personal data in certain circumstances. Individuals have an absolute right to stop 
their data being used for direct marketing. In other circumstances the Trust will be 
able to continue processing personal information if there is a compelling reason to 
do so.  

 
7.1.8 Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling – (this refers to 

making a decision solely by automated means without any human involvement). 
Profiling is automated processing of personal data to evaluate certain things about 
an individual.  

 
7.2 All individuals have the rights set out above. If the Trust receives a request in relation to any of 

the above rights then the Trust should contact the DPO for further advice. A procedure for 
dealing with such requests is set out at Appendix 1 to this policy.   

 
Subject Access Request  



 

 

 
8.1 A subject Access Request is the term used for an individual’s right to request to view their 

personal information that is held by the Trust. It is also known as the right of access referred to 
at 7.1.2 of this policy.  

 
8.2 A data subject has the right to find out what data is held on them and how it is used. An individual 

should make a subject access request before exercising the other information rights set out in 
section 7 above.  

 
8.2 Subject Access Requests can be made verbally or in writing but, to assist individuals in making 

such requests, the Trust has prepared a subject access request form which can be obtained 
from the Trust office and is set out in Appendix 2 below.  

 
8.3 The Trust should respond to any subject access request within one month of receipt of such 

request. The Trust should contact the DPO if they receive a subject access request.  
 
8.4 The Trust is only obliged to provide information relating to the data subject and is not able to 

provide any personal information which may identify another individual unless the Trust has that 
individual’s consent. The Trust is also not permitted to provide any personal information that 
may be capable of identifying an individual other than the requesting data subject.  

 
8.5 The Trust should provide a copy of the privacy notice or refer the data subject to the privacy 

notice on the website, as well as providing the information, as part of the subject access request.  
 
8.6 The Trust should keep a record of all subject access requests; the record should include details 

about the date of the request and the date of the response.  
 
8.7 The Trust can refuse to provide information as part of a subject access request in certain 

circumstances, for example, the information has been provided following a previous request and 
there has been no changes to the information held or the way it is processed since that initial 
request. Where the Trust refuses to provide information requested it must document this and 
the reasons for the refusal.  

 
8.8 Personal data about a child belongs to that child and not the child’s parents/carers. Parents are 

able to make a subject access request on behalf of their child where the child is unable to 
understand their rights and the implications of a subject access request. Children under 12 years 
old are generally not considered mature enough to understand these rights although each case 
ought to be considered on its facts.  

 
8.9 The procedure for what to do if you receive a subject access request is set out in Appenidix 2 

to this policy.  
 
Data Protection Impact Assessments 
 

9.1 A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) should be carried out when the processing of data 
is likely to result in a high risk to the individuals. It is good practice to carry out a DPIA when 
carrying out activities that require data processing.  

 
9.2 The DPIA must describe the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing; assess 

necessity, proportionality and compliance measures in place; identify and assess risks to the 
individual and identify any additional measures to mitigate those risks.  



 

 

 
9.3 Once the DPIA has been carried out the Trust should sign off the project/activity requiring the 

data processing and record the outcomes of the DPIA.  
 
9.4 In carrying out your DPIA, you should seek advice from DPO, where necessary.  
 
9.5 It is important to keep a record of your DPIA for each activity.  
 
9.6 If the risk to personal information is identified as a result of the DPIA and the risk cannot be 

mitigated against then the Trust must contact the ICO before proceeding with the activity.  
 
Data Breaches 
 

10.1 A personal data breach means a breach of security leading to the accidental or unlawful 
destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data. It includes 
breaches which resulted from both accidental and deliberate causes.  

 
10.2 If anyone within the Trust suspects that there has been a data breach they must report this to 

the DPO and senior leadership team as soon as possible.  
 
10.3 Any breach which is likely to result in a high risk of adversely affecting an individuals’ rights and 

freedoms will need to be reported to the ICO, within 72 hours of becoming aware of that breach.  
 
10.4 In assessing risk to the rights and freedoms the Trust should have regard for Recital 85 GDPR. 
 
10.5 If a breach is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals, the Trust 

must inform those concerned directly and without undue delay.  
 
10.6 The Trust must keep a record of all breaches, whether reported or not. If a breach has not been 

reported, a record must be kept of the reasons for not reporting. 
 
10.7 The procedure for dealing with a data protection breach is set out in Appendix 3.   
 
Consent 
 
11.1 The Trust must obtain consent from parents/pupils for obtaining and processing certain personal 

data such as the use of photographs (particularly for marketing purposes such as brochures and 
websites).  

 
11.2 The consent must be freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous and confirmed by a 

statement or clear affirmative action.  
 
11.3 A record must be kept of all consents provided.  
 
11.4 A consent form must set out the ways an individual may be able to change or withdraw their 

consent.  
 
11.5 The Trust must seek guidance from the DPO if it has any queries relating to obtaining consent.  
 
CCTV 
 



 

 

12.1 The Trust may use CCTV in and around Trust to ensure the safety of all children whilst in Trust. 
The Trust will comply with the ICO’s code of practice for the use of CCTV at all times.  

 
12.2 We are not required to ask permission from individuals for using the CCTV around Trust but we 

do make it clear that CCTV is in use. We do this by making the CCTV cameras clearly visible 
and by displaying signs explaining that CCTV is in use.  

 
12.3 Whilst an individual may make a subject access request to view CCTV footage, the Trust will 

need to consider the points made in clause 8.4 above in deciding whether it is appropriate to 
allow such a request.  

 
Data Security 
 

13.1 The Trust will ensure that all data is collected, stored, processed and shared in a secure manner; 
whether the data is held in electronic or paper format.  

 
13.2 The Trust will ensure that any digital sharing of personal data is done in accordance with the 

Trusts IT/Acceptable Use policy.  
 
13.3 Where data is shared with a third party who is responsible for processing that data for a particular 

purpose, the Trust must ensure that the third party is compliant with the GDPR and DPA.  
 
13.4  The Trust will not share any personal information with anyone unless it has a legal requirement 

to do so or have obtained consent in advance. The most common data sharing that the  Trust do 
is with the Local Authority and the Department for Education. Information on this sharing is set 
out in the privacy notices.   

  
13.5  Other data sharing that the Trust may do without prior notice or obtaining consent would be 

where there is a safeguarding or medical need and the Trust have not been able to contact the 
parent/carer/next of kin in advance or the law does not permit the Trust to contact the 
parent/carer in advance. In these circumstances, the Trust may need to share a child’s or 
parent/carer’s information with medical or other professional teams.   

  
13.6  In all other instances the Trust would speak with the parent/carer first before sharing any 

personal information for that parent/carer or child. The Trust would ensure that it provides as 
much information as possible about what it proposes to share, why it is sharing that information 
and who it is sharing the information with.   

  
13.7  If the Trust is sending any information via email it must ensure that the email is secure and 

encrypted, where necessary, in order to safeguard the information contained/attached within.  
  
13.8  If there is a need to transfer any personal information in hard copy then care must be taken to 

firstly check whether the information could be delivered or collected in person and signed for on 
receipt. If this is not possible, the information should be sent by recorded delivery in order to 
ensure that this information can be tracked and signed for on receipt. A receipt should also be 
sent so the organisation can complete and return to say that they have received the 
information.   

  
13.9  When any personal data sharing is carried out, staff must ensure that they comply with this Data 

Protection policy.   
  



 

 

13.10 Any personal data that is no longer needed will be disposed of in line with the 
Records Management and Retention policy and will be disposed of securely.   

 
14. Remote working  

  
14.1  If a staff member is required to work remotely and that work involves the processing of personal 

data, then the staff member should ensure that such data is processed in a secure manner.   
  
14.2  Remote working should be carried out on a password protected laptop/computer and where 

possible personal information should not be saved anywhere other than the secure Trust/school 
network.   

  
14.3  When processing personal data remotely, staff should not allow other people to view the 

personal data.   
  
14.4  When working remotely, if a staff member is required to share personal data, they should ensure 

that they adopt a secure method of data sharing and adhere to the basis for sharing as set out 
in the privacy notice.   

  
14.5  Staff should have regard to the IT/ Staff Acceptable Use Policy and the Records 

Management and Retention Policy.   

 

 
Breach of Policy 
 

14.1 The COO and the DPO are responsible for reviewing and monitoring compliance with this policy.  
 
14.2 Any reports of staff, governors or third parties breaching this policy should be reported to the 

DPO and investigated fully. Any breaches will be taken seriously.  
 
Information Commissioners Office and Notification 
 
15.1 The Trust is registered as a data controller with the ICO and will renew this registration on an 

annual basis as required by the legislation.  
 
Review 
This policy should be reviewed bi-annually. 
The next review will be due in May 2023. 

 
 
Relationship with existing policies 
 

This policy should be read in conjunction with the following policies: 
 

 Privacy notices 

 Freedom of Information policy 

 Record management and retention policy 

 ICT/Acceptable Use policy 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Appendix One: 
 

An individual may contact the Trust in order to request any of their rights set out in clause 
7.1 of this policy. The request may be verbal or in writing and could be made to any 
member of staff.  
 
If you believe that a request has been made by an individual for any of the rights set out 
in 7.1.1 – 7.1.8 of this policy then please follow the procedure below when 
dealing with such a request.  
 

1. Acknowledge receipt of the request as soon as possible (it may also be necessary at this 
stage to clarify your understanding of the request being made). The acknowledgement 
should be sent within 3 working days of receipt.  
 

2. Speak to the senior leadership team (SLT) and the DPO for advice about the particular 
request that you have received. It may not be possible (in law) to carry out the particular 
request so an assessment will need to be made of all the circumstances. You will need to 
pass the request to the SLT and DPO within 3 working days of receipt and confirm to the 
SLT and DPO that you have acknowledged receipt.  

 
3. The DPO and SLT should consider the request as soon as reasonable practicable and 

should provide a response to the request within one month of initial receipt by the Trust.   
 

4. The Trust should keep a record of all such requests made. The record should include the 
date of receipt, details of the request (which right was requested), the date of response 
and the outcome. If it is not possible to carry out the request then the record should state 
the reasons why this was not possible.  

 
The most common request likely to be received is the right to access (also known as a subject 
access request). Further details on the process for dealing with a subject access request are set 
out in Appendix Two of this policy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Appendix Two – Subject Access Requests 
 
An individual can make a subject access request in any form whether verbal or in writing. The 
Trust has a subject access request form which they should encourage individuals to complete if 
they wish to make a subject access request but it is not necessary for the individual to use that 
form for their request.  
 
When dealing with a subject access request the Trust should have regard to the procedure set 
out in Appendix One.  
 
The Trust should also note the following: 
 

1. An individual is only entitled to their own personal data and, in some instances, it may be 
necessary to establish the identity of the individual making the request before any 
information is provided.   
 

2. If you need to confirm the identity of the individual making the request, you should ensure 
that you have seen a photographic form of identification such as passport or driving 
licence.   
 

3. You are not able to provide personal data that may be capable of identifying another 
individual unless you have that individual’s consent. It is therefore necessary to carefully 
consider all personal data on the subject requesting access prior to disclosure. 

 
4. In addition to providing the individuals personal data you will also need to provide the 

following information: 
a. The purpose for which you process their personal information,  
b. The categories of personal information concerned,  
c. Information of any third parties that you share the personal information with,  
d. The retention period of storing the personal data or criteria for establishing the 

retention period,  
e. The existence of the other rights the individual has, set out in clause 7 of this policy, 
f. The right to complain to the ICO, 
g. Information about the source of the data, where it was not obtained directly from 

the individual, 
h. The existence of any automated decision-making (including profiling) of the 

personal data, 
i. The safeguards in place if and when the personal information is transferred to a 

third country or international organisation (this one is unlikely to apply to the Trust).  
 

5. When assessing what information to provide as part of a subject access request you 
should first be guided by the request made and note that you will need to provide any 
records you have relating to the request including (but not limited to) records on SIMs, 
CPOMs, the child’s file and emails.  
 

6. In responding to the subject access request the Trust should use the subject access 
information form.  In responding to the Subject Access Request the Academy 
Trust should use the subject access information form (Appendix four) and ensure that any 
response is provided within 30 days. The time period starts on the day after the request 
was received but includes weekends and school holidays.   

 



 

 

Appendix Three – Subject Access Request Form  
  

  
Subject Access Request Form  

This form is for any person who wishes to apply for access to personal data held by [insert Academy 
Trust/school name] only. Please read the Guidance Notes at the end of this document before 
completing this form.  
  
A separate form should be completed for each individual.  
Section 1: Your Details (Please complete the form in black ink in block capitals)  

Surname:  
  

First Name:  

Title:  
  

Previous names:  

Date of Birth:  
  

Contact Number:  

Current Address:  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Previous Address(es):  

Email address:  
  
  
Section 2: Whose information are you requesting (please tick the relevant box)  

  
My own personal information    

  
Someone else’s information  

  
My information and someone else’s information   

 
Section 3: Third parties details (only complete this section if you are requesting access to 

someone else’s information)  
 

Surname:  
  

First Name:  

Title:  
  

Previous names:  

Date of Birth:  
  

Contact Number:  

Current Address:  
  
  
  
  

Previous Address(es):  

Email address:  
  



 

 

Please explain your relationship to this person (tick the relevant box below):  
  

Mother   
  

Father   
  

Carer   
  

Other  
 

If you have selected other please explain:  
  
Section 4: Details of the information you are requesting:  

Please let us know if there is any information you particularly wish to see:  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Please let us know who you think may hold information that you wish to see:  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Section 5: Declaration:  

I confirm that the information provided is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and that 
I have the requisite authority to make this request.  

Signature:  
  
  

Date:  

  
 

 



 

 

Guidance Notes  
1. This form is not mandatory; you may request access to your information in other formats 
including verbally. This form is designed to speed up the process of the subject access 
request.   

  
2. There is no fee payable to making a subject access request.   

  
3. You will need to complete section 1, 2, 4 and 5. If you are a parent completing the form 
on behalf of your child you will also need to complete section 3.  

  
4. As part of the process we may ask you to provide some form of identification; it may be 
that we ask you for two forms of ID with one form being photographic identification (either a 
passport or driving licence). Once we receive your request we will notify you if we require you 
to provide your identification documents.   

  
5. If you require assistance with completing this form please contact the Academy Trust or 
school office and they will be able to help you.   

  
6. In addition to the right to have access to the information we hold about you, in certain 
circumstances you may also have other rights as set out in section 8 of the Data Protection 
Policy.   

  

If you have questions about any of these rights please contact the Data Protection Officer, The 
DP Advice Service Ltd (info@thedpadviceservice.co.uk).   
  

7. Please complete the personal details section(s) as requested. Please notify us if you or 
your child has been known by any other name. If you have lived at your address for less than 
two years please also provide any previous addresses that we may have for you. If you are 
requesting historical information, please provide as much information as possible including 
previous names and addresses. Please use additional paper if necessary.   

  
8. We have asked for details of the information you require – we will provide you with all of 
the personal data that we hold about you/your child that we are permitted under the data 
protection laws to provide. If there is something that you are specifically interested in obtaining 
then please refer to this within the relevant section of the form.   

  
9. The Data Protection Act 2018 only allows the data subject the right to request information 
held about them unless there are exceptional circumstances which mean that someone else 
is able to make that request on the data subject’s behalf. The most relevant circumstances 
here will be where the child is under 12 years old and is unable to understand the data 
protection/subject access request process and its relevance.   

  
10. If you make a request on behalf of your child then we may request to see your entitlement 
to make such a request; this could involve asking to see proof of parental responsibility.   

  
 

  



 

 

Appendix Four – Subject Access Request Information   
  
Thank you for your subject access request which we received on [insert date]. Under the GDPR 
and Data Protection Act 2018 you are entitled to obtain a copy of the personal data we hold for 
you as well as the information about how and why we hold your data and, where relevant, who 
we share this data with.   
In this instance you requested personal information relating to [insert details here]. [We have 
obtained consent/we do not need to obtain consent from] [insert child’s name].   
You are entitled to the following:  

 Confirmation that we are processing your personal data;  
 A copy of the personal data requested; and   
 Supplementary information which we have set out in our privacy notice pupils/parents.   

We can confirm that we hold [insert name] personal data as a pupil of a school within our Academy 
Trust. Your request is for data specifically [set out details of what has been requested].  
We hold the personal data as we have a legal obligation to provide the education/assessment for 
[insert child’s name].     
The type of personal data we hold about you/your child, why we hold this, the recipients or 
categories of recipients who we disclose this personal data to and information regarding the 
retention of this data, the rights you have to this data and your rights to lodge a complaint with the 
ICO are all set out in the [pupil/parent] privacy notice. A copy of which [is enclosed for 
your information][can be found on the Trust website – insert location].   
The Data Protection Act 2018 states that we are not able to provide any personal data if it would 
mean disclosing information about another individual who can be identified from that information, 
except if:  

 The other individual has provided consent to the disclosure; or   
 It is reasonable to comply with the request without the individual’s consent.   

When deciding if it is reasonable to comply with the request without the consent we will take into 
account the following:  

 The type of information that we would disclose;  
 Our duty of confidentiality to that individual;  
 Any steps we have taken to obtain the consent from that individual;  
 Whether the individual is capable of providing consent; and   
 Any express refusal of consent by the other individual.   

We would also withhold information if you were of the opinion that disclosure of the information 
could lead to a safeguarding concern.   
In making a decision on the above matters we will balance your rights to receive the information 
against the rights of, and our obligations to, the other individual.   
Please find enclosed a copy of the personal data that we hold for your child. Please note that we 
have withheld/redacted some information that included details of other individuals that we were 
not able to disclose to you.  
If you have any questions please contact the school’s Data Protection Officer, Debbie Pettiford 
(info@thedpadviceservice.com).   
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Appendix Five – Data Breach Procedure  
  
If you suspect a data breach has occurred please follow the procedure set out below:  
  

1. Report the suspected breach as soon as possible to a member of 
the Senior Leadership Team.  

  
2. Make a written record of the suspected breach and the date it was reported to the SLT on 
the data breach log.   

  
3. The SLT may wish to contact the DPO at this stage for advice.   

  
4. The SLT/DPO should consider if any action is required to contain the breach if there is an 
ongoing threat to the security of personal data (e.g. if the computer systems have been 
hacked then consider changing passwords etc).   

  
5. The SLT/DPO should investigate the suspected breach to establish how it happened and 
what the impact of the breach has been.   

  
6. The SLT/DPO should consider whether the matter needs to be reported to the ICO. A data 
breach should be reported to the ICO unless you are satisfied that it is unlikely to result in a 
risk to the individual’s rights and freedoms.   

  
7. If a matter is to be reported to the ICO then the report needs to be made within 72 hours 
from being aware that a breach has occurred.    

  
8. The SLT/DPO should consider whether they need to contact any individuals’ to notify them 
of the breach and the action taken.   

  
9. The SLT/DPO should record the outcome of the investigation and any action taken in the 
data breach log. They should include whether the matter was reported to the ICO and, if the 
matter was not reported to the ICO, it will need to include the reasons why.   

  
10. Assess the procedure/issue which led to the breach and consider whether changes need 
to be made.   

  
11. Inform your Board of Trustees and/ or Governing Body regarding the data breach and 
resulting action taken.   

 
 
 


